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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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nimio
In Colombia it means small, often, little value, something that lacks value, thing of very little value.  It is synonymous with
baladí, bicoca, borrufalla , bauble, fruslería , furrufalla, insignificant.

nimodo
nimodo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "No way" being its meaning:<br>It is right either way.  To say that
there is no way to achieve it, impossible.

nina-
It is a woman's name of Chaldean origin and means the Protector of the Palaces.  Stage name of a Spanish singer,
actress and businesswoman, whose full name is Anna María Agustí Flores.  Name of an asteroid . 

nineta
Ninetta or Ninneta is also used for the woman's name.  It's a woman's name that means girl.  little girl, baby, little
woman.  It can be considered a variant of a female name of Caldeo origin ( Nina), which means protector of the palace. 
It is the name of a chain of children's clothing stores in Spain.  Entomology is the name of a genus of insects of the
Neuroptera Order and the family Chrysopidae.  They are called, chrysopas, fairies, aphid lion or lace.  They are used in
biological control.   .

ninfa
Protective deities of nature in Greek Mythology.  Name of woman of Greek origin, which means girlfriend or protector. 
Name of one of the intermediate stages or stages in the metamorphosis of some insects.  It also means maiden, young
and beautiful woman. 

ninfómana
Woman suffering from nymphomania.  Woman with a lot of sexual appetite.  Sexually insatiable woman. 

ningal
It was also known under the name of Nigal.  Goddess lunar and rods to the Sumerians.  Mother of Inanna, Isa, Ishtar, or
Silvia, Goddess of love and fertility.  Cow goddess of Ur, spouse of God Nannar Bull.

ninguneante
It can refer to the person who belittles or demerits another.  That tries to ignore or make invisible someone, their
attributes or achievements.  That despises or demerits. 

ningunear
It means to totally outsoo, minimize, humiliate, underestimate, despise. 

ninivita
It means that it is native to Nineveh, native or native to Nineveh.  That relates to Nineveh or who lived in it. 

nintendo
It is the name of a Japanese multinational company dedicated to the production of video games.  It is based in Kyoto



and called Nintendo Company Limited.  It was founded in 1889 by Fusajiro Yamauchi and started producing Japanese
barajas.  The word Nintendo in Japanese means "The sky decides".

ninurta
ninurta is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ninurta ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Among the
akkadians was the Dios de la Tierra, plough, Dios de la Agricultura.

niñez
It means childhood.  A period of a human being's life from birth to puberty.  First stage in the development of human life. 
First stage in the development of something .  Beginning. 

niñito
Diminutive of child.  Way to call Jesus, newborn.  Child Jesus in the crib.  Also to meteorologists, it is a phenomenon of
the child, soft.  In Mexico is a kind of mushroom or edible fungus.

niño dios
It is the same as baby Jesus, divine child, Jesús of Nazareth.  This child God or Dios Niño, term is widely used in
Colombia, by the ancient and deeply rooted custom of praying the Novena de Aguinaldos or Novena to the infant Jesus.
 Baby Jesus is who supposedly brings Christmas gifts to children in Colombia, far above the foreign traditions of Santa
Claus or Santa Claus.  In colloquial way we say divine Baby.

niñofobia
Ninofobia call the intolerance of some adults regarding annoying behaviors of children in enclosed spaces. In each case
it remains to be seen if the problem is those adults, for being too delicate, very pesky and spoiled children, or their
parents. It is a trend that started a few years ago with the prohibition of entry to minors in places of leisure.  Currently
offered free spaces of children in all kinds of commercial places.

niñota
Child augmentation.  Big Girl.  In Colombia queen, Young and beautiful woman.

niobe
In Ancient Greece it was the name of a Queen of Thebas, wife of King Amphrika.  She was the daughter of Tantalo.  He
had many sons named The Nióbidas.  Apollo killed most of the children, leaving only Melibea and Amylas alive. 

niofobia
niofobia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Neophobia." being its meaning:<br>It is an incorrect way of
referring to Neophobia, fear of what's new at the novelty.  By extension, it is fear of technology and new developments in
science.

niohoggr
In Norse or Scandinavian mythology, it is the name of the dragon that inhabits the realm of darkness or Niflheim.

nipah
It is the name of a virus that can cause illness in humans and animals such as pork, so it is considered that it is a
zoonosis that causes.  It belongs to the Paramyxoviridae family.  Thrives in fruit bats known as flying foxes (natural



host).

nipiquin
It is a word of Nahuatl origin. Herb medicinal and toxic. It corresponds to the generic name of several species of
herbaceous plants that have narcotic and spasmodic; properties they are used in traditional medicine and in high doses
they can cause severe alterations in perception and the senses. They usually contain scopolamine base. It is similar to
the Jinipin, the Toloache and the Tlachiquero. Burundangas, boards.

nipo
It is the identification number in the official publications of the Ministry of the Presidency of Espana.nipo in Swahili
language, means I am.

nipponia
It means land of Japan or land of the Japanese, Japan.  Land of the Japanese.  It is one of the common names for the
Japanese crested ibis or toki.  Its scientific name is Nipponia nippon and it belongs to the family Threskiornithidae.  It is
the name of a genus of ibis.  Name of a Japanese cultural and tourist magazine, issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Japan.  

niqui
It is a way of calling in Spain a polo shirt.  Sports garment, short sleeves and collar.  It has some buttons up to the chest.

niquitoa
It's a Nahuatl language word and it means "I ask".  It is the name of a poem, in the Nahuatl language, by Nezahulcóyotl
(Monarch of Texcoco).  She says that life is short, beautiful and you have to enjoy it with intensity.  That it's all over.

nira
They are two initials.  One refers to a labor law of 1933 in United States of " The National Industrial Recovery Act "   (
NIRA ). The other is for National Identification and Registration Authority ( NIRA ) : National identification and
registration authority.

nis
It is a city in Serbia. It is also a protein essential for the synthesis of hormones tiroideas and possibly to treat thyroid
cancer. It is a work of a Mexican scientist named Nancy Carrazco.

nisa
Name of an ancient city of Anatolia (Turkey), Nisa of Caria.   It is a Portuguese village in the Alto Alentejo, producing
cheeses with denomination of origin.  Nice (with z) is a French city.

nisca
The correct term in the Andean area is ñisca, with ñ.  You mean boñiga, manure.  Excrement.  In southern Colombia,
Ecuador and Peru, in the Andean area means poop, shit, poop, manure, excrement.  In Colombia we also say miscuisca
or miscuizca .  The term is also used to mean small amount, little, tris, pisca. 

nitaceno



It is a very potent new type of drug, considered up to 40 times more potent than others that are too strong, such as
fentanyl.  It is a synthetic drug and has the peculiarity of being able to modify its chemical structure to enhance its
effects, which is why it is also known as Frankenstein Drug. 

nitidamente
The correct term is clearly (always carries the tilde).  You want to say with much clarity, accuracy, sharpness or
precision.  It is an adverb in a way.

nitio
It means clear, sharp, obvious.  That leaves no doubt.  It is a program and the name of a service in computer science for
data protection and capture. 

nitofilia
Taste or predilection for recreating unreal or fanciful environments or situations.  Recreations with a lot of imagination. 

nitrohue
The correct term is Nitrihue.  It is the name of a Chilean town in the Region of Bío Bío (Ñuble).

nitrógeno
It means that it generates or produces nitrates (or saltpeter).  It is the name of a chemical element whose symbol is N
and its atomic number is 7.  It is non-metallic and occurs in a gaseous state in the atmosphere.  In ancient times it was
called Azoe (lifeless).  It has also been called a pnicogen. 

niue
It is the name given to an island in Oceania.  It is located between Tonga and the Cook Islands. 

niuton
It is the Spanish form of Newton. It is used as a male name.

niuvis
it is more appropriate to use Niuviz , with z .  It's the name of a digital financial platform that allows you to get paid online
just by sending a link to your customers.  is used in Peru. 

nivea
The correct term is snowy with tilde.  It means very white, clean, clear, immaculate, cana, pure, snow, snow.  There is a
brand of cosmetics in Colombia called Nivea.

niveles
Plural level.  It is an instrument of construction or a tool that serves to determine the horizontality or verticality.  It also
means height or measure of comparison with respect to another.  Plane, RAS, pars, COTA, elevation, altitude, degree,
hierarchy, line, step.

nivico
It's short for "Nippon Victor Company."  It was the name used by JVC (Japan Victor Company) abroad.  It was dedicated



to the production of gramophones, transistor radios, turntables, televisions, recorders and sound equipment.  The
company is currently called JVC Kenwood.

nix
In Greek mythology she was the goddess of night and darkness, goddess of the underworld.  Name of one of the
satellites of the minor planet Pluto.  It was also called Nicte or Nox.  It is also the name of an NEA asteroid (Near Earth
Asteroid, i.e. Near Earth Asteroid)

nixcán
It is a corn peeling with lime or ash (to remove the layer of parchment that covers the grain or the bran).  It is a form that
is made with lime or ash, repeatedly.  Then the corn already husked or no Bran is cooked, to prepare different foods. 
Corn bran or bare.

nixteme
Mexico is a wash or corn gruel.  Thick and sweet drink made with cooked corn.

niyama
In the Yoga culture, Niyama is a Word from Sanskrit that means positive duties and observances. Activities and
recommended to improve physically and spiritually habits.

niza
Nice is a city in France, ( Nice French, pronounce nis ) located in the Maritime Alps.

nizam
It is a title in the monarchical Arabic, equivalent to the Deccan Plateau in the India.

nizardo
It means relative to Nice or native of Nice, the city of France (Nice). 

nípola
It means flatulence, windiness, fart. 

nítido
It is a qualifying adjective which means clear, transparent, clean, net, precise, pure, clear, Crystal, legal.

nívea
It means very white, clean, clear, immaculate, cana, pure, snow, snow.

níveo
It means white as snow.  Snow.  White, immaculate, albo.

nlanco
It is an error of fingering by white.  It is an achromatic color.  Color clarity.  Color of darkness null or zero.



no ceder
It is definition of intransigir .  Stubbornness, intolerance, stubbornness, obstinacy. 

no dar alguien su brazo a torcer
In Colombia means is not accepting what another person says and keep in position to defend his principles or his
opinion.  Do not give up.  No compromise.  Inflexible, intransigent, obsecado, resist, handicapping, stubbornness.

no ha lugar
It is a legal expression indicating that conditions are not given, that request is not applicable or that it is not supported.

no haber mas que hablar
The correct phrase is " No more talk about ". It means that it is the end of a discussion or agreement. It is expressing
that both parties are in agreement and there is no need for further formalities.

no hay caso
It is a very common expression in Colombia. You want to denote that what is sought is impossible to achieve this. Lost
case. We come, we do not lose more time. Failed attempt.

no le daría agua ni al gallo de la pasión
It is a phrase to indicate lack of commitment to someone, lack of collaboration or participation. Lack of solidarity,
disunity, selfishness, lack of companionship

no levantar cabeza
It means staying of defeat on defeat, recurrent loser.  Be dominated by others.  Not back on the winning path.

no parar en casa
It means staying away from home staying callejeando.  Be out permanently, usually to escape her homemade crafts.

no requerido
It means that it is not necessary to reply to it, that they are not demanding it.  Are not required, it is not necessary to (
Texts that appear on a form and that it is not necessary to answer ).  It is not compulsory to respond.

no tener pies ni cabeza
It means messy or illogical.  It lacks order or lacks logic.  Chaos, disorder, unrulyness. 

nobel
Name of a great chemist, engineer, inventor and manufacturer of weapons of Swedish origin, called Alfred Nobel.  He
invented dynamite.  Name of awards established in his honor and make recognition of the most prominent in medicine,
literature, physics, chemistry, peace and economics.

nobita
Nobita or Nobita Nobi is the name of a character in an anime series ( Doraemon).  He's a middle-class kid.  In Colombia
Nóvita , is the name of a municipality of the Department of Chocó.



nobres
nobres is incorrectly written and it should be written as Nobres ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Nobres ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a municipality of Brazil, in the State of Matto Grosso.  It is characterized by
having many tourist sites of great acceptance.

nobuck
It is a type of leather of beef origin that has been sanded and polished, until it gives it a velvety appearance.  Badana. 
It's very similar to suede.  It is also called nubuck and etymologically formed with the words new buck (new skin).  The
leather is very delicate and susceptible to scratches.

nocaut
is the Castilianization of the English term Knock Out (sometimes used as KO).  In boxing terms it means out of combat. 
That the opponent is not in a position to continue with the fight.  Currently the term is used in all contact sports.  In
baseball terms it is when a ninth reaches after the seventh inning a lead of more than 10 runs.  In some tournaments or
championships this rule does not apply. 

nocebo
It is a drug that aims to worsen a patient's symptoms, to make them more noticeable.  Which is harmful.  It is used in
medicine, veterinary medicine and psychology. 

noche vieja o nochevieja
Either way it is accepted.  It is new year's Eve ( or also NEWYEAR ) , corresponds to the night of December 31.

nochecita
Sunset, hour of gloom.  Evening time.  Diminutive at night. 

nocherniego
It means late-nighter.  Who likes to walk at night.  Nocturnal, nocturnal.  Of nocturnal habits. 

nochero
In Colombia is a way of calling the bedside tables.  Table located near the bed.  Serene, night watchman.

noctámbula
It means he's out at night.  It stays active at night.  Night , night , noctivaga, night owl.

noctámbulo
That is active during the night.  Not sleeping.  Working at night, that stays awake.  Trasnochador, unveiled, nocturnal,
noctívago.

nocturno
It means that it runs or is done at night hours.  It happens during night hours or dark hours.

noeico
Noah (with accent) is more suitable.  concerning Noah.  The name of the Covenant made between God and Noah,



consisting of the fact that the human race will never again be exterminated by a universal flood.  There will never be a
flood that destroys the earth and the proof of the covenant is the Rainbow.  Named after an early geological period of
Mars, where it is believed that there was a large covering of waters.  It is presumed that there was a large fall of
meteorites with impacts on the Martian soil, between 4100 and 3700 million years ago. 

noel
It's a male name of biblical origin.  Derives from Noah.  It means the one who has great wisdom.  It can also mean the
one who brings peace.

noelia
It is a woman's name.  Nohelia, Noeli variants.  It is of French origin and comes from the Nativity.  It means that received
relief.

noema
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means charm, sweetness.  It is a variant of Naomi or Nohemi.  In Philosophy it
is the art of thinking, thought. 

noemí
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means charm, sweetness.  Variant: Nohemi.

noesni
Perineum or perineum.  Anatomical region between the anus and genitals.  Base / floor of the pelvis.  Used in Chile.

noé
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin, meaning the one who knows, wise, who has wisdom.  Name of a biblical
character, commissioned by God to make an ark, to save the human race and animal species from the Universal Flood. 

noëmí
It is the German version of the female name Naomi.  The name is of Greek origin (also Biblical and Hebrew), which
means charm, sweetness.  Name of an asteroid of the Flora Group, dedicated to the memory of Valentine Noémi von
Rothschild (another asteroid of the same group is given its other name : Valentine). 

nofretete
It was another of the respectful names given to Nefertiti the queen of Egypt and wife of Akhenaten. 

nogales
Walnut plural, the name of a tree.  Nogales is the name of a Clinic in Bogota.  It is the name of two Mexican
municipalities, one remains in the state of Sonora and another in the State of Veracruz.  Name of a U.S. locality in the
State of Arizona.  It is also the name of a commune in Valparaiso (Chile) and a Spanish municipality in the Province of
León. 

nogmastico
nogmastico is incorrectly written and should be written as "Onomastico or onomastics." being its meaning:<br>This
badly written word. It should be a birthday or name. It is the science that lists the name and explores its origins and
meaning. Also refers to the Saint day of each person who is currently mistaken for birthday and told also birthday.   (



They previously agreed, because it was customary to place the name of a person, according to the name of the Saint of
the day of birth )

nogueral
It is the name given to a forest where walnut trees abound.  Site planted with walnut trees.  Colloquially, where the
surname Noguera abounds. 

nohau
nohau is incorrectly written and should be written as "Know how." being its meaning:<br>It is the castilianization of the
34 English words; Know How " that mean know as or fundamental knowledge, refers to the transfer of technology.

noheli
It is a variant of Noelia or Nohelia.  It means Nativity, Birth of God.  It is a name of French origin.  It is used in several
English-speaking countries.

nohelia noeli
Looks like he missed an A.  You may ask for Nohelia Nohelia (or Noelia, Noelia).  It is one of the most famous songs of
the Spanish singer Nino Bravo.

nohema
Name of a queen of the Vikings .  It was also one of the Valkyries.  In Colombia it is a familiar way to call a woman
named Nohemí, which is a name of Greek origin meaning sweetness, charm.  Nohema is a woman's name of Norse
origin and means fog, mist. 

nohemí
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means sweetness, charm.  In the Holy Bible is the name of Ruth's
mother-in-law (Book of Ruth).

noho
Popular name of a neighborhood of Manhattan, in New York.  It's actually short for North of Houston Street.  It is located
between Greenwich Village and the East Village.  It is an upper-class neighborhood. 

noise
It's an English language word, which translates noise.  Rumble, shudding, loud sound. 

nojkia
nojkia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nokia" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Nokia. It is the
name of a Finnish multinational dedicated to the manufacture of mobile phones, also called cell phones.

nojoñe
It is a colloquial term used on the Colombian Atlantic Coast and means don't bother, don't scrub, don't get tired or don't
around. 

nola zaude



It is a form of greeting in Basque means how are you?

noli
It is another of the common names that oil palm receives.  It is also known as corozo de Guinea or aabora.  Its scientific
name is Elaeis guineensis and it belongs to the Arecaceae family. 

nolí
It is another of the common names that oil palm receives.  It is also known as corozo de Guinea or aabora.  Its scientific
name is Elaeis guineensis and it belongs to the Arecaceae family. 

noma
It is the name of an infectious disease that hits the face, especially on the lips (injury or orofacial gangrene).  It is also
called gangrene stomatitis or Cancrum oris.  It destroys the tissues of the face, is very aggressive and results in death or
serious and irreparable injuries to the face.  It affects malnourished children.

nomadas
The correct term is nomads (with accent).  It refers to people or animal species which for various reasons are in
continuous movement.   Wanderer, vagrant, wandering, Pilgrim, Nomad, Globetrotters, Gypsy, traveling.  Plural of
nomad.

nombre alito
name alito is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ali or Alito." being its meaning:<br>It is a diminutive of Ali.
Family call a male name Ali and affectionate way. Ali is a name of Arab origin and means Sublime.

nombre lidia
This means that it comes from Asia Minor (from the Kingdom of Lydia).  It is a woman's name of Latin origin. 

nombres para fiestas de graduacion
In Colombia we say simply degrees, graduations or promotions ( the latter is the least used ). The term promotions is
used when the race has several steps or several degrees and it goes up in hierarchy ( e.g. in the army, police, air force
and Navy ).

nominalidad
Relating to the name or denomination .  That it has the name of something, but that it actually lacks part of it or
everything. 

nomofobia
Fear of losing the cell phone or mobile even for brief moments.  Fear of not having the cell phone at hand.  Fear of
feeling isolated in communications or being disconnected on the Internet.  

nomofobico
The correct term is nomofobico ( with tilde ).  It refers to the person who feels fear, dread, fear, or panic to be without
your cell phone or mobile phone.



nomofóbica
Related to nomophobia.  Afraid to lose your cell phone or mobile even for short moments.  Fear of not having your cell
phone handy. 

nomofóbico
A person who suffers from nomophobia, that is, the fear of being without a cell phone at hand.  That they are afraid of
not owning or having the cell phone, fear of losing the cell phone. 

nomotetica
nomotetica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nomotetica." being its meaning:<br>Etymologically it means
the Bill. This term is used in psychology, sociology and philosophy and has different meanings. In sociology is a
generalized understanding of a case and in psychology are measures to contrast with measures idioticas.

non
Means uneven, without a partner, just, odd.  Unequal, disparate.

nona
It can mean ninth, which follows the eighth.  In Colombia, especially in Norte de Santander, it means grandmother. 
Name of one of the 3 Parcas, in Roman Mythology.  She was the youngest and was the goddess of gestation and
pregnancy. 

nonina
Diminutive of Nona.  Relative to the Nona, which in some parts of Colombia, is a way to call Grandma. 

nonis
It is one of the common names of a tree and its fruit.  It is also called maroon soursop, devil fruit, paradise fruit or Indian
blackberry.  Its fruit has a very unpleasant smell but is very nutritious.  Its scientific name is Morinda citrifolia and
belongs to the family Rubiaceae. 

nono
It means ninth.  It also means grandfather. 

nonoava
It is the name of a very small Mexican town in the State of Chihuahua. 

nonotsa
The word nonotza in Nahuatl language means avenir, arrange, accept, accord.

nonotza
Nonotza is a Word from the Nahuatl language meaning to agree, arrange, avenir, OK.

nonuya
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people settled in the vicinity of Puerto Santander in the Department of
Amazonas.  They are also called Nunuyas and belong to the Bora family.  Name of the language that this indigenous



people speaks and that belongs to the Witoto family.  Some indigenous people of this ethnic group usually move to
Peruvian territory. 

noob
It's a somewhat derogatory term used among video gamers to refer to someone novice or inexperienced. 

nopal
It may refer to a cacta silver that is also known as tuna, chumbera, palera or shovel fig tree.  Its scientific name is
Opuntia ficus-indica and belongs to the family Cactaceae.  Also to a land where the nopos or yopos predominate a tree
of the fabaceae family of scientific name Anadenanthera peregrina .   Place where there are many yopos, trees also
known as niopos, nopos, cohobas, mopos, paricas, guayos. 

nopas
Plural of nopa .  It is one of the common names for the fruit of the balu tree, also known as chachafruto.  Other names
given to this legume tree are mompás, bucare mompás, sacha bean, mompás bean, pisonay, balsui, baluy, balú, hemp,
mompás or pajuro.  It's a great food.  Its scientific name is Erythrina edulis and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  

nopata
nopata is incorrectly written and should be written as "Nopata ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Nopata ( it is a proper name ).  It is the name of a Mexican town near Cuernavaca, in the State of Morelos.  It is
supremely cool, is 4192 meters above the sea level.

nopos
Plural of nopo .  It is a way of calling the goalmakers, zopilotes or hens, in the southern part of Mexico and especially in
the states of Tabasco and Campeche.  It is the common name of a scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratus,
from the family Cathartidae.  He is also known by the names of goalmakers, zopilots, pimps, gualas, jotes, black
vultures, samuros, suchas, urubuses, zonchos, guaraguaos.

nora
Nohora, or Nora is a woman of Greek origin and means beautiful as the Sun.  Another variant: Eleonora.

nora-
It is a woman's name meaning Beautiful as the Sun.  is of Greek Origin.  variant Eleonora .  Name of a drama written by
the Swedish Henrik Johan Ibsen.  Name of an asteroid 783 

noray
In Nautical and Marinería it is all kinds of post incado in the dock that serves to moor a boat. 

norcoreano
It means born, resident or related to North Korea.

norda
I think they're trying to ask for wildebeest, with ñ.  It means poop, manure, excrement, shit.



nordestear
In slang sailor is to go straight to air currents.  Direct boats to the Northeast.  Go to the 45 ° East.  It is also a recurring
fault on the compass to decline towards the East.  Go to Windward, cope with trade winds.  Others take it as being drag
to Leeward by the trade winds.

nordigo
The correct term is Nordic, with c and tilde.  It means North, that it comes from the North.

nordo
It's a Esperanto language word that means North.

noreña
noreña is incorrectly written and should be written as "Noreña ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Noreña is with
much honor my surname, is a native of Asturias and there exists a town by that name.  Their children are descendants
of the CID.  It has well developed the meat industries and chacineras, being so small is one of the places in Spain where
there are higher incomes per capita. Noreña surname exists in several Latin American countries, even believed that the
surname Noronha is a derivation of the same and exist in Portugal and Brazil.

noria
It is a mechanical attraction of playgrounds that is known as Wheel of Fortune. 

norito
Edges or proclamations that the Shinto says or running to honor the kima.  Prayers and songs of the Shinto.  Singing
sacred Japanese.

norma
In Colombia is a publisher of great tradition.  It is synonymous with law, Decree, rule, code.  It is also a name of Latin
origin woman and means which makes the rules.

normalistas
In Colombia we say fearfully to the students of a Normal School, which is an institution specialized education media
where prepare future teachers.  Unlike the common high school teaching or teaching ( materials are additionally
received Psychology, sociology, pedagogy, foundations of education, philosophy, preparation of teaching Material,
educational AIDS, etc.   ). Normalista cycle is the stage in which the Normal student performs practice teaching in
schools attached to the Normal.  Normalista is who graduate and alumnus of a Normal.  Teacher, teacher, educator.

normatizado
It means that it has rules, with code or established rules.  Regulated, legal, lawful. 

normatizar
It means establishing rules governing behavior.  Regular , regulate . 

normocardica
The correct term is normocardial, always with a tilde.  In medical slang it refers to the person or patient who has a
normal or regular heart rhythm. 



normocardico
The correct term is normoárdic, with tilde .  It is a medical term to refer to a normal heart rhythm patient.

normocefalo
The correct term is normocefalo, with tilde.  It is a medical term that means normal head.  Regular or normal size head.

normocoloread
normocoloread is incorrectly written and should be written as "Normocoloreado or Normocoloreada" being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is normocoloreado or normocoloreada. It is a medical term that is used in the triage to
report that the patient has normal colors or that is within the range of normal seen.

normocoloreada
It means that it has normal or natural coloration.  That has no paleness, no blushing, nor does it present bruises. 
Normal or natural colored skin.  No alterations of color in the skin. 

normocoloreado
It is a medical term to indicate that the patient has normal colors.  Normal color.  It is not pale, bruised, or colorado:
Normal.

normogastrio
It is a medical term to indicate that a patient has normal digestion.  He doesn't have gastric problems.

normorreflexia
In medicine it is an automatic normal response to a simple physical stimulus that doesn't require any mental processing. 
Reflections within a range considered normal.

normotérmico
It is a term used in Medicine, meaning normal or medium temperature.  He does not suffer from fever or hypothermia. 

norna
Name of a dis or feminine spirit of Norse Mythology.  Nordic divinities of lower rank. 

nornas
They are the female spirits or deities of Nordic culture.  The three main ones are Urd ( Destino-Futuro ) , Verðandi. (
Today, now ) and Skuld ( The desires or longings ).

noro
It is the apocope of Norosvaldo, which is a male name.  It means friend of God who came from the North.  Artistic name
with which he met a Puerto Rican musician, pianist and composer, whose full name was Norosvaldo Morales Sanabria
(in many biographies the detached name Noro Osvaldo appears, anyway he was known in the musical and artistic
environment c omo Noro Morales y Noro means it comes from the North).  Female variant Noris .  You can also
consider the male of the name Nora or Nohora (Bella as the sun, of Greek origin).

norovirus



It is the name of a group of viruses, which produce gastroenteritis.  They are very easy to spread and produce nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea and inflammation of the stomach and intestines. 

norteamérica
New World Region, made up of Canada, the United States and Mexico. 

nortino
In Chile and Peru, it means that it is from the north, which comes from the north.  Northern. 

noruega
It is the name of a European country, located on the Scandinavian Peninsula.  Its capital is Oslo.  Woman born in the
same country.  Name of a sea and a sea current in the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean.  In Norse Germanic it means
path or route to the north. 

nos traficaba a todos
It trafficked is an inflection of trafficking.  Traffic means trade, negotiate, sell, purchase, invoice, buying, trocar, change,
export, import.

nose
It's an English language word meaning nose. 

nosocomio
It's a way to call a sanatorium or hospital.  Clinic, dispensary.  Establishment dedicated to the care of the sick.

nosológica
It means that it is related to nosology, which is the branch of medicine that studies, describes, analyzes and classifies all
kinds of diseases. 

nostalgea
The correct term is nostalgia.  Swentimiento that overwhelms us when we feel lonely or sad.  It means yearning,
melancholy, homesickness, evocation, I remember, sadness, grief, loneliness.

nostálgica
It is affected by nostalgia, sadness.  Contrite, sad, bereaved, melancholy, sorry, disappointed, morrinosa, embarrassed.

nota
Music is the sound of a constant frequency vibration.  It is an inflection of note, which means mark, draw, write,
annotate, warn, observe, repair, feel, perceive.  Remarkable.  Point, written.

notar
Action taken, account, understand, understand.  It means warn, repair, give account, see, observe, distinguish, perceive,
detect, see.



notburga
notburga is incorrectly written and it should be written as Notburga ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Notburga.  It is the name of an Austrian Santa, also known as Notburga of Eben, Santa Notburga or Notburga
Rotterberg.  He is the patron saint of servants.

nothing else
These are two English language words that translate Nothing else.  There is a song performed by Shaquira called
"Nothing else matters/Despedida") which is also performed by Metallica.  . 

notio
It was the name of the port of the city of Colophon in Ancient Greece.  It was south of the city, belonged to Anatolia and
was located on what is currently the Ionian coast in Turkey. 

notlazojtlalistli
notlazojtlalistli is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Notlatoltlaliliztli." being its meaning:<br>I think the term for
which they ask is Notlatoltlaliliztli.  It is a word composed of the Nahuatl language which means the danger of talking
about rap or danger of bad language ( or complex offences ).

notomía
Anatomy.  Human skeleton .  It is a deprecated term. 

notoriedad
That it has the quality of notorious, which is easily noticed.  It means fame, honor, reputation, prestige, credit, renown,
ancestry, popularity, glory. 

noura
It is a name of Arabic origin and means light.  It also means that it shines like the sun or the beautiful as the sun. 
Variants of Nora, or Nohora.  Reference of a type of blusin pants.  Name of a motorcycle dealership in Argentina (
Catamarca ).  Name of a woman sentenced to death and defended by Amnesty International (Noura Hussein). 

novalo
It is more suitable Nobel.  It is the name of a translator company in Malaga, Spain. 

novas
It is the technical name given to a thermonuclear explosion occurring in a star, by the decompensation of the existing
gravity between it and its nuclear component that is usually hydrogen.

novato
In Colombia means primac, new, beginner, inexperienced, apprentice.  It means that he lacks sufficient experience.  He
does something for the first time.  Also Novato, is the name of a city located north of Marin County, in the North Bay
region of the San Francisco Bay Area, in the US State of California.  Name of a beach in that same area.

novatos
It means first time, novice, new.  People who perform an activity for the first time.  It is new in an activity.  Inexperienced.



novel
It means that it is new, which is novice, beginner, apprentice.  That it is running a new activity.  He starts his professional
life.

novela
A type of literary work that usually tells a fictional or real story.  Romantic story or narrative.  History.  Work of the
novelist . 

novelero
In Colombia means snoop, tucked, gossipy, meddling, curious.  Person who lives pending everything that happens
around him. 

novelista
Person who writes novels.  Writer, prose writer, writer who writes novels. 

novena de aguinaldos
They are traditional prayers that are made during the 9 days, prior to Christmas.  In them a prayer is made for every day,
a different daily reflection, a prayer to the Virgin Mary, another to St. Joseph, some joys are recited and sung and finally
a prayer to the Child Jesus.  This very Colombian tradition is a reason for family union.  Children are usually the ones
who enjoy them the most and put together choirs and use various musical instruments.  It is customary to pray and then
taste sweets and meals. 

noventera
It may be that it is between 90 and 99 years old or that it was typical of the 90's of the last century.  It was from the '90s. 

novila
Novila, is the name of a German clothing brand sleeping (pyjamas).

novillada
Set of steers of similar age.  It is also a bullfighting activity that develops as a bullfight or heifer, which is usually
preparation and in which the performers are bullfighters or aspiring bullfighters who have not yet taken the alternative. 

novillero
Apprentice bullfighter.  Person who deals, cares for or sells steers. 

novillo
Training Bull, Bull of 3-year-old.  Youth Bull.  Torete, eral, torillo, calf, calf.  Male of heifer, Heifer.

novio
En Colombia es lo mismo que prometido , hombre que sostiene una relación amorosa seria , ennoviado , enamorado . 
Also newlywed male.  In Colombia it is also the common name of a garden plant of beautiful and permanent flowers.  It
is also known as geranium, pelargonium or gitanilla.  It belongs to the family Geraniaceae and there are many species.



noviolento
It means calm, quiet, peaceful.  Nonviolent.  A term used in medicine to reflect a patient's mood (usually psychiatric). 

novios
Plural boyfriend.  It means lovers, committed.  Suitors, contractors, fiancés.  Couple of counters, people who get
married.

novísimos
Superlative in plural again.  Very new. 

nóema
It is a term used in philosophy ( especially in phenomenology ) and it means thinking, concept.

nóesis
It means intuition.  Intellectual vision, thought.  It is a term used in Philosophy.  Name of a journal of research in social
sciences of the Autonomous University of Ciudad Juárez, in Mexico. 

nómada
Does relationship generally to people who do not remain in one place, which does not sleep for a long time.  It can also
be used to herd animals that move by food or climate problems.  Wandering, Gypsy, Wanderer, Nomad, vagabond,
Wanderer, traveling.  That he moved from one side to another in search of new pastures.

nómadas
It means they have no fixed place to live or stay overnight.  They change addresses frequently.  Wanderers,
transhumantes, andariegos, gypsies.

nua
Nua is not word of the Spanish language, but Portuguese. It means naked, without clothing. In Colombia we say in balls
or it naked, in leathers, naked, ball, biringa.

nuba
Name of an African people composed of several ethnic groups settled in Kordofan, also called Kurdufan, a Province of
Central Sudan. 

nube
It is the condensation of water vapor that is observed in the atmosphere and that causes rain.  Gaseous mass formed by
particles of water by consent of the vapor.  It can also mean sadness, calamity, swarm, crowd.  Accumulation of dust,
smoke, or other substances, which usually obscures the sun or dulls the environment. 

nubes
Plural of cloud.  Condensation of the water vapour in the atmosphere.  It also means number, Flock, swarm, cluster,
crowd or shade, curtain, layer, display, veil.

nubes noctilucientes



It means clouds that shine at night.  They are clouds that reflect light rays at night.

nubia
It is a woman's name of Egyptian origin It means the traveler, the one who travels or also dedicated to Anubis.  That
comes from Nubia.  Name of a desert between Egypt, Sudan and the Red Sea. 

nubicula
The correct term is nubicula.  It is a small fleshy growths that opaque cornea, cataract.  It was used in medicine.  Cloud
of the eye.

nublarse
It means filled with clouds.  Nubarse.  It also means losing visibility, Dim, blind you are.  It is also becoming dizzy.

nublazones
Plural of cloud.  In Colombian peasant slang means high cloudiness, sky cloaked or covered in clouds.  It may also refer
to the opacity that occurs in the eyes and affect vision.  Pterygios, cataracts.

nuca
In Colombia back of the neck.  Nape, neck, cervix, testuz.

nuche
In Colombia it is a larva of a fly or Bumblebee that grows in the dermis of the animals, especially cattle and occasionally
humans.  URA.

nucifera
It means that it produces nuts.  It is a word of Latin origin.  It is used as an epithet in several scientific names such as
Cocos nucifera, which is the NC of the coconut palm or coconut palm.  Name of a women's clothing brand. 

nucir
It means to ajar, deteriorate, damage, affect.  It can also be considered to harm. 

nucula
The correct term is núcula, always with tilde.  In Botany, it refers to a type of fruit, wrapped in a pod, which when dried
opens spontaneously, releasing the grains or seeds.  It is typical of legume plants or the Fabaceae family. 

nude
It is an English language word, which means naked ( a ), without clothes, undressed ( a ).  They can be used as
synonyms naked , bare , unclad .

nudge
It is a word which in English means push, give a nudge.

nudismo



A movement that encourages everyone to take off their clothes in public places, especially on beaches or resorts. 
Movement that promotes nudity.

nudo
Name given to the link of a rope, which when pulling the tips is tightened more.  Unit of speed at sea or air equivalent to
one nautical mile per hour i.e. 1852 meters per hour.  In Orografía, it is the meeting place of several mountain ranges. 
lazada, link, union.  Bulges of tree trunks, from which the branches come.  Finger articulation.  Plot, intrigue, climax of a
play. 

nueces moscadas
They are the kernels of the fruit from a tree known as Myristica nutmeg tree.  The scientific name of the tree is Myristica
fragas and belongs to the family Myristicaceae.  It has high content of hallucinogens.

nuera
Spouse or girlfriend of a son.  Political daughter.

nueva zelanda
Name of a country in Oceania .  New Zealand can also be used.  Its capital is Wellington. 

nueves
In Colombia the mid-morning snack.  Also plural of 9.  The term tea is sometimes used, but it is more common to call
this way to snack in the afternoon and not only to the students but in general.

nuevo sol
The "Nuevo Sol" is the name given to the Peruvian currency unit that circulated between 1991 and 2015.  He replaced
the Inti that circulated between 1985 and 1991.  Formerly Circle a coin between 1931 to 1985, which is called "Old Sun".
 Since 2015 it was determined that the currency is called Sun.

nuez
Edible seed of a drupe, they are widely used as a garnish or snacks.  Name given to the fruits of trees of the genus
Juglans (walnut trees).  Name given to the dried fruit such as hazelnut, acorn or chestnut.  Name of a locality in Spain,
the municipality of Trabazos , Province of Zamora , Spain (In Spain there are several sites called Nuez). 

nukak
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people, whose characteristic is to be nomadic.  Name4 of the language
spoken by this same people.  Name of an extensive National Natural Park of Colombia. 

null
It's a German language word that means zero.

nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege
" nullum crime nulla poena sine lege ". It is a Latin phrase which means any crime, there is no penalty without law.

nulocracia



Lack of authority or lack of government.  Government acephalic.  Misrule.

numeralia
It is the name of a book, written by the Argentine Jorge Luján.  

numerofobia
It can be hate or phobia of numbers or by extension hatred of mathematics or arithmetic.  It can also be called
arhythmophobia.

numeros cardinales
These are numbers that represent a certain number of elements.  Current numbers .  1 , 2 , 3 , .  .  . etc, are cardinal
numbers.

numerosos
It means many, large.  In large numbers, lots of elements. 

numerólogo
A person who practices numerology.  A person who tries to see into the future through numbers.  A person who makes
predictions based on date of birth.

numismática
It is the science that studies coins, banknotes, medals and tokens.  It is also the hobby of collecting them.  It can also be
the commercial shelf where coins, banknotes and medals are sold, bought and exchanged. 

numulita
Plural of numulite .  It can be a type of fossil in the form of a coin.  It has a calcareous shell several centimeters in
diameter.  It is a foraminifera (marine amoeboid protist).  As for the type of miscegenation, it means firstborn of a
mestizo, son of a mestizo. 

numulites
Plural of numulite .  It can be a type of fossil in the form of a coin.  It has a calcareous shell several centimeters in
diameter.  It is a foraminifera (marine amoeboid protist).  As for the type of miscegenation, it means firstborn of a
mestizo, son of a mestizo. 

nuncio
He is the representative of the Pope and the Holy See in a country (not the Vatican State).  He serves as Ambassador. 
It means that it gives notice, that it gives the news, that it announces, sent, messenger.  Apostolic Nuncio or Papal
Nuncio . 

nuncio apostólico
He is the representative of the Pope and the Holy See in a country (not the Vatican State).  He serves as Ambassador. 
It means that it gives notice, that it gives the news, that it announces, sent, messenger.  Nuncio or Papal Nuncio . 

nunes



It is a surname of Portuguese origin.  It is common in Portugal and Brazil, but also exists in other South American
countries.

nunuya
In Colombia Nunuya or Nonuya is the name of a Ondígena ethnic group of the Bora family.  They are located in Puerto
Santander in the Department of Amazonas. 

nupcial
It means relative to nuptials.  Relating to marriage or marriage. 

nuraga
It is the name given to a megalithic monument that is located in Sardinia.  Towers made with stones and that are
supported by their own weight.  They had a religious character and a great architectural precision, which allows to
observe certain celestial phenomena.  There are more than 8 . 000 on the island of Sardinia.  Among others, they have
the property of reflecting the exact moment when the moon is in the center of the celestial vault.  This event occurs only
every 18, 5 years. 

nutbreaker
It is a word of the English language meaning nut-breaker, nut-breaker or nutcracker. 

nutria marina
It is a mustelid carnivorous mammal that lives on the peaceful shores of California.  Its scientific name is Enhydra lutris. 
It belongs to the Mustelidae family.

nutridos
Plural of nourished.  Nourishing inflection.  It means nurturing, strengthening, invigorating.

nutrosa
It is a calorie source of rapid absorption.  It is pure dextrose of direct absorption (is very soluble).  It is the commercial
name of a complement nutritional of Laboratorios Bago.

nuuk
Nuuk is incorrectly written and should be written as "Nuuk ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Nuuk ( 41 own name;.  In Greenlandic means out.  It is the name of the Capital of Greenland, a territory under Danish
rule.  It is the northernmost capital in the world.

nuwa
Name of Chinese mythological being, almost always represented by a woman and in charge (a9 of taking care of the
celestial wall.  Name of an asteroid (150). 

nuxi
In Sardinian language means Walnut (in Italian noce or night).  Nuxi Olia, is a product of Sardinia.  In the Mixtec
language, is the name of a dish of beef with sauce of chilies, corn, avocado and salt.  Your cooking is very slow, lasts
about 12 hours.  It is also known with the names of white atole or res atolillo.



núbil
Referring to a woman, who is of marrying age.  Casadera.  Or it can also mean that you are of age to be able to
conceive.

número
You mean quantity, cipher, guarismo, sign that represents a quantity.  Amount.  Example of a newspaper or magazine. 
Act or representation, exercise, show .  Scene or presentation, gymnastics or theater.  Set , group .

número 2 bíblicamente
Number 2 has as Biblical meaning help, cooperation, confirmation, agreement, and testimony,

número dos
It means he's second in a ranking.  He takes second place.  Runner. 

número nueve
You mean front, center, striker.  Decisive player in a football team, because it is who theoretically is the one who makes
the most goals.  Matador, RAM, attacker.

número primo
In Mathematics it is that number that can only be divided by itself or by one . 

números
It means figures, quantities.  Colloquially, mathematics, statistics or is also a way of calling theatrical presentations,
especially comic ones. 

nva
It is the abbreviation of New, used in Spanish for New York and New Orleans for example.  It is also the Code assigned
to Neiva by IATA (Benito Salas Airport).   In Medicine it is an acronym used to mean that there is Nausea and Vomiting
in chemotherapy treatments (Cancerology).  In English and in Computer Science it is short for Network Vulnerability
Assessment, which translates Network Vulnerability Assessment.  It can also be from Negative Vorticity Advection which
translates Negative Vorticity Advection (Physics). 

nyctophilia
nyctophilia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nictofilia" as meaning:<br>Nyctophilia ( Nictofilia ) It is the
love by the darkness or night. Passion for living in darkness or in the shade.

nylon
It is best nylon or nylon.  Nylon is a registered trademark.  Kind of very elastic and resistant synthetic fiber, which
belongs to the Group of polyamides.  Fishing line, rope used for fishing.  Nylon was invented by Wallace Hume
Carothers, a chemical of the United States in 1933.

nysa
Name of a Greek nymph who raised Dionysus in a cave.  She was the sister of Ciseida, Erato, Erifia, Bromia and
Polymnia.  Name of a mountain where the Rain Nymphs or Hisades lived.  In many texts they are confused with the
Nisiades.  Nisa is also used.  Name of a Queen of Cappadocia .  Name of an asteroid and a group of asteroids . 



ñaca
NACA means ulcer, a wound that does not heal. Also it is said Nara.naca or Neca means thug, bad person, antisocial,
malandrin. These terms are used in the center of Colombia, mainly in Tolima and Huila.

ñaca ñaca
On colombia's Atlantic Coast it is a colloquial and jocholy way of referring to sexual intercourse. 

ñacara
Ñácara or nara in Colombia is synonymous with wound bleeding, ulcer, pustule, sore.

ñachi
Effectively it means blood. In Colombia in some regions they say Blackbird. Here is usually beef blood. Take it raw or
add it to soups. In Santander, they use blood of kid and make fricassee. Across the country we use pig's blood to
prepare stuffed or black pudding.

ñaco
It is a flour that is prepared with roasted corn or wheat.  It is used to prepare snacks during long trips or during the
working day.  Liquid or drink that is prepared with that flour.  It only requires adding water and whipping. 

ñacundá
It's another way to call chotacabras, chicken blind or spark plug.  It is a nocturnal insectivorous bird of the Caprimulgidae
family. 

ñacurutú
It is a kind of OWL of the genus Bubo, is the largest existing.  Its scientific name is Bubo virginianus ñacurutú and
belongs to the Stringidae family.  It is the largest of the horned owls and is distributed throughout South America.  It is a
word in Guaraní language and means owl, great OWL.

ñafle
It is a way of recognizing that it is illiquid, in bankruptcy, that can't pay its debts. Delinquent. Insolvent, hit. This last use,
it means also damage, destroy, abuse or hitting, become shattered.

ñafrar
It means to convert or transform into thread or thread.  Spin. 

ñahui
It is a word in the Cayambi and Quechua languages, which means eye, sight.  It is the name of an Eye Clinic in Lima,
Peru. 

ñame
It is one of the common names of a herbaceous plant of edible tubers, It is native to the Caribbean and is also known as
mapuey, yampi, white yam, slug yam, papañame, air potato.  Its scientific name is Dioscorea trifida and it belongs to the
Discoreaceae family. 



ñampí
It is one of the many names that receives a plant from the family Araceae, of edible tubers.  As a momentum, it is known
more than anything in Costa Rica.  Among the many other names it receives are: taro , otoe , bituca , pituca , Chinese
potato, malanga , bore , ocumo , cará .  Its scientific name is Sculpted Place.

ñandu
Rhea is incorrectly written, and should be written as Nandu (tilde).  being its meaning: the correct term is Rhea (leading
tilde).  The Rhea is a bird similar to the ostrich, but smaller and is of American origin.  It also receives the names of sori,
suri, rhea or Rhea.  Its scientific name is Rhea americana and belongs to the family Rheidae.  It is one of the fastest
animals in the world.  Their young are told charitos and juveniles, charavones.  The word Rhea is the guarani language
and means spider.

ñandutí
It is a term of Guarani origin.  In Paraguay it is a type of fabric made with needles in the form of lace.  In Guarani
language means spider web.

ñandú
It is a running bird endemic to South America similar to ostrich, but smaller in size.  There are two species : the common
or pampas and its scientific name is American Rhea.  There is also the mountain or mountain range which is Rhea
pennata and is smaller.  They also get the names suri and choique.

ñanga
It can mean quarrelsome, quarrelsome.  It is also the name given to the roots of mangrove trees that are exposed at low
tide. 

ñangapire
It is a shrub of medium size, also known as nangapiry, niangapiri, capuli, Surinam cherry, currant, cherry, or Cayenne
cherry; its scientific name is Eugenia uniflora.  It belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  It is for all of South America.

ñangapiry
It is a name of origin Tupi Guarani of a shrub.  It is also known as eugenia, cherry, cocoon, pitanga or cayenne cherry. 
Its scientific name is Eugenia uniflora and belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  The fruits are edible and have medicinal
and ornamental uses.

ñangar
It means deform, disfigure.  It is a term used in Cuba. 

ñangoso
It means that it reflects or appears weakness or malnutrition.  He's weak.  In some regions it also means dwarf, low
stature or sleading. 

ñanpanga
In the Departments of Cauca and Nariño in Colombia and Ecuador it is a way of calling the mestizo woman.  It also
means mulatto.  By extension woman of the village, village.  Another way to call it is bolsicona.  The word is a
deformation of the term of the Quechua language Llapanga, which means barefoot, which walks on clean foot.  It is a
type of woman who is usually engaged in weaving, embroidery or dressmaking. 



ñañara
It is a feeling of discomfort, both physical and mental.  It means widespread discouragement, weakness, restlessness,
laziness and decay.  Also in Colombia is discomfort, tingling, cramps, fear, anxiety, fear, itching.  culillo, in some parts of
Colombia, especially on the Atlantic coast, you're told nanara or nara a wound that does not heal and scab or sore of a
wound, even bleeding.

ñañaro
It is a form of call to elves, demons or tunjos, fantastic creatures of the forest.  In the area of Vieques in Puerto Rico is
the name of an edible fish.  Nanaro is also a marshy vermin.

ñaño
In Ecuador it means great friend, mancorna, corduroy.  parce , parcero , amigazo . 

ñañon
In the South of Colombia and Ecuador, it means friend, parce, companion, sidekick. 

ñapa
In Colombia, napa is the same as overlaps, bandage.  It's something additional that is delivered in a sale as a stimulus
or hook to bring the buyer back to buy again.  Addition, stimulation, prize, overlaps, bandage, addition.  .

ñapanga
In the Departments of Cauca and Nariño in Colombia and Ecuador is a way to call the mestiza woman.  It also means
mulatto.  By female extension of the village, village.  Another way to call it is bolsicona.  The word is a deformation of the
term of the quechua Llapanga language, which means barefoot, which walks on a clean foot.   She is a type of woman
who is usually engaged in fabrics, embroidery or idiotry. 

ñapango
In the Departments of Cauca and Nariño in Colombia and Ecuador it is a way of calling the man mestizo.  It also means
mulatto.  By extension man of the people, villager.  Another way to call it is bag.  The word is a deformation of the
Quechua language term llapanga or llapango, which means barefoot, walking on clean foot.  He is a type of man woman
who is usually engaged in weaving, embroidery or dressmaking and handicrafts. 

ñaquear
It was a humorous activity that in ancient times represented a couple of comedians.  Payasear.

ñaruso
In Ecuador it means freckle, full of freckles.  Also with sequelae or marks of smallpox.  Who has ñaras or scars. 

ñata
Feminine of nato.  It means woman of small nose.  Chata.  It is also a synonym for nose.  Cream or cream is the same
as nostrils, nose.

ñato
It means small nose, Chato.



ñácate
Nácate or grass, are expressions that are emitted to denote his hand to snatch something to another person's hands, or
to express that someone is key.

ñángara
The term means something out of mud, mud.  Anarchist character, hoi polloi, lumpen, proletarian, izquierdoso,
revolutionary, rebel scum of the society.  In quechua language means Walker, who walks away.

ñeca
In Colombia is a very disqualifying adjective of a person.  Bad class, worst, crap, dismal, dirt.

ñenday
The most commonly used name is nanday.  It is one of the common names of a parrot or parakeet endemic South
American Southern Cone and in particular of Río de la Plata Basin.   (Bolivia, Paraguay.  Argentina, Brazil).  Its scientific
name is Aratinga nenday and belongs to the family Psittacidae.  Parrot nenday, nanday.

ñengosa
It is a word derived from ñengo. Feminine of nengoso. Skinny, esmirriado, WIMP, desmedrado, alfeñique. In Cuba, they
say nangoso, ñangado. In Mexico it is said Nango.

ñengoso
The term nengoso, is derived from ñengo. That Word is meaning Flaco, esmirriado, WIMP, desmedrado, alfeñique. In
Cuba, they say nangado or nangoso. In Mexico they say nango.

ñeñepolítica
In Colombia politics of corruption, which is characterized by the purchase of votes.

ñeque
Colombia tells neque on the Atlantic coast to the chirrinche, tapetusa or homemade liquor distilled in pot stills.  Equally
neque is a rodent of medium size, very short ears which is also known with the names of agouti, guatin, guatuza,
cherenga, jochi picure.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata and belongs to the Dasyproctidae family.

ñeques
Plural of ñeque .  In Colombia it is called ñeque on the Atlantic Coast to chirrinche, tapetusa or homemade liqueur
distilled in stills.  Swallows of artisanal or chiviated liquor.  Illegal liquors.  Equally old is a medium sized rodent, very
short ears that is also known by the names aguti, guatín, guatuza, cherenga, jochi, picure.  Its scientific name is
Dasyprocta punctata and belongs to the Dasyproctidae family. 

ñera
In Colombia it is women in condition of street.  Usually they are addicted and away from the family, people living under
bridges or culverts.  .

ñerbo
I think the more appropriate term is nervo.  It is a colloquial way of saying nerve.  Also to indicate a poor quality meat
that has many nerves and cartilages.  Meat hard and fibrous.  Nerve, cartilage, chilango (this last word is used in the



eastern plains of Colombia.

ñerito
It's diminutive of ñero.  It can mean companion, friend, comrade.  Companion, buddy, camera.  In Colombia child in
street condition and usually drug addict. 

ñero
In Colombia inhabitant of street.  Formerly said le gamin.   Called bad disposable.  Person who has no home, lives on
the street, usually dirty, smelly, without money and without anything to eat.  Apocope of companion.

ñervo
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying nerve or cartilage, tendon.  Meat of very poor quality and with many tendons.

ñezgo
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also known as yezgo, yesgo or lesser sauco.  The scientific name is
Sambucus minor.  It belongs to the family Adoxaceae.  It has flowers in corymb. 

ñihamwo
It is one of the ways of calling an indigenous people who are located on the Colombian-Peruvian border.  It is better
known as Yagua people, but it also receives the names of Yahuna, Yihamwo, Nihamwo or Mishara.  They are currently
found in the Departments of Amazonas in Colombia and Loreto in Peru. 

ñipa
It is one of the common names given to trees and shrubs of the Family Escalloniaceae and the Genus Escalonia, typical
of Argentina and Chile.  They have ornamental, balsamic and medicinal uses.  It is also called barraco , seven shirts,
muki or coronillo.  In some parts it is also called ñipa to a type of palm of the genus Nypa, known as palmara de
mangrovear or sasá of the Philippines.  Its scientific name is Nypa fruticans and belongs to the Arecaceae family.  It can
also mean bad-tempered, brabucón, choleric, bravo (referred to a person). 

ñiqi
Niqi or Fanon is a word in Quechua language meaning order, succession, relation. Ordinal number.

ñique
It's a way of calling Honduras and other Central American countries the game of topping.  It is also called the blow that is
given with one spinning top to another during the game.   It can also mean fire, to set fire, to stimulate, to stimulate. 

ñisca
You mean small portion of something.  Pinch, tris.  It is used in southern Colombia and Ecuador.  It's a word of Quechua
origin.  Pinch, nail (relative to quantity). 

ñisco
In southern Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, in the Andean area means poop, shit, poop, manure, excrement.  In Colombia
we also say miscuisca or miscuizca . 



ñocha
In Chile is a variety of potato, also known as papa varied or pink of Chiloé.

ñoco
Noco Colombia is a piece of finger remaining after amputating a part.  It means having a mocho finger.  She has
amputated part of one finger.  That is a finger missing.  Also it tells noco phalanx that stays in the hand.  Piece, residue,
stump, mocho.  Noquito.

ñola
It means manure, dung, construction.  It may be of cow or horse.

ñoñeces
Plural of childhood.  It means proper old age, old age.  The old man's foolishness or stubbornness.  Nonsense, cheesy,
nonsense.

ñoñi
The full expression is "Ah, noni", that it is used in the Colombian Atlantic coast, it means "watch to see if not", is like a
warning "Beware breach" or "is that just in case you doubt it?".  Noni, is the name of a humorist who participates in the
program "El Gallo" Radioactiva, a Bogota youth station.

ñoño
Name of a popular character from the Mexican television program "El Chavo del 8".  He is portrayed by actor Edgar
Vivar.  The full name of the character is Febronio Barriga Gordorritúa.  He plays the son of Mr. Barriga and is fat like
him.  Ñoño, means fat, obese or it is also the familiar way of calling Febronio.  In Colombia "Ñoño" is the nickname or
alias of a former Senator of the Department of Córdoba, arrested for corruption.  His full name is Bernardo Miguel Elías
Vidal.  He is a civil engineer and had also been a representative to the House. 

ñopa
It means flat, yam, crushed or flattened noses.  In Venezuela it is a way to call a pea-like legume plant.

ñope
Nope is a surname of Indian origin in Ecuador and Peru.  It can also mean clumsy, lerdo.

ñopê
It is not a word the Spanish language but the Guarani language. In Guarani language means twist, bind, interlace. This I
found it on Ne '' endy ( that is a dictionary of that language )

ñoqui
It's the same as gnocchi.  It's a type of Italian pasta.  It is made with potatoes, flour, egg, salt and ricotta cheese.  In
singular and in Italian, the word gnocco means ball, bun, ball, lump, hairy.

ñora
It is a type of large pepper that is not spicy.  Large and shaved pepper, used in Alicante to prepare the salmorreta. 



ñorbo
It is one of the ways to call in Peru passion fruit, passion or pasiflora.  It is also called mburucuyá, mburukujá, parcha ,
parchita , chinola.  Its scientific name is Passiflora edulis and belongs to the family Passifloraceae.  Also in Peru means
bright eyes, beautiful eyes or olive eyes.

ñoricompa
Friend of longing, of long ago, childhood, neighborhood or school mate. A friend who brings to mind past and that
maybe they will not.

ñoro
It means pepper, chili, chili pepper, chilli.  Shrub that produces chili peppers or peppers.  It belongs to the family
Solanaceae and the genus Capsicum.  There are 5 different species. 

ñu
nu is incorrectly written and it should be written as Nu (must be tilde).  being its meaning: the nu is an African animal that
belongs to the family Bovidae.  It has the appearance of being a crossroads of heifer and antelope.  You have beards. 
Nu is also the name of a Spanish metal band.

ñublense
It means priginario or resident in the province of Ñuble, Chile, name of the football team cjileno of the city of Chillán,
Ñuble province.

ñuca
In Colombia it means that he has a fingerless hand.  It is also the qualifier given to an ignorant person or woman, who
lacks education and manners.  Ordinary, vulgar.  It's also a pejorative way to treat a service girl.  Maid. 

ñuco
In Colombia it means ordinary, rough, in very bad taste, rustic, coarse, ramplón, chambon, vulgar.

ñudos
knots is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ñuto" being its meaning:<br>Knots is plural's knot. Knot or better
Nuto is a word used in Ecuador and southern Colombia which means ground, turned to dust. Note: In Colombia we use
the word Nuco, to mean ordinary, rough, rough, rough.

ñurdo
It is a term used in Chile and of Mapuche origin.  It means left-handed, who has preference for using his left hand or leg
in his activities. 

ñuta
nuta is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Nut '' u" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Nut '' u, in
Spanish has been popularized as nuto or nuta.  It is a quechua word that means shredded, crumbled, pulverized,
ground.  Done dust.  It has synonym quechua: nut '' usqa, t '' a.

ñuto
It means crushing, ground, reduced to powder.  Similar to flour. 



o f n i
It is an abbreviation that means objects floating not identified.  It is also the name of a 2006 Spanish film starring Alfonso
Lara ( L '' info retournée ).

o globo
It is the Portuguese name of a brazilian newspaper and television channel.  They are based in Rio de Janeiro.  Translate
The Globe. 

o que significa trufula
The proper term is trufula.  It is a fictitious tree which is intended to return to a forest in the completely artificial city of
Thneed-ville, in the film "Lorax: in search of the lost trufula", thanks to a unique seed.  It is an animation of environmental
court which aims to instill the importance of forest.

oakermanita
It is also usually called Okermanite or Akermanite.  It means dedicated to Akerman (Anders Richard Akerman, a
Swedish metallurgist).  Name of a mineral, which is chemically a silicate of Calcium and Magnesium. 

oapan
It means it's on top, it sticks out.  Name of a Mexican people in the state of Guerrero. 

oarfoot
It is an English word which means rowing.

obatalá
Almighty God of santeria.  It is also called Obbatala, Oxala, Ochala.  It celebrates its holiday the day of the mercedes or
September 24.  Creator God of the Earth and molder of human beings.  Very important deity among the Umbanda.

obcecada
Woman or person who insists, persist and not give up. It means stubborn, stubborn, obstinate, stubborn, obnubilada,
blind.  Desperate, obsessed.

obduccion
In Medicine it is the Forensic Medical examination that is done to a cadaver, with the aim of knowing the causes of
death.  Also called post-mortem examination, ? autopsy or necropsy.  In geology it is a process of tectonic plates that
causes continents to grow and form mosaics. 

obdulia
obdulia is incorrectly written, and should be written as Obdulia (proper name).  being its meaning: the correct term is
Obdulia (is his own name).  It is a name of Latin origin woman and means the servant of God.  Male variant: Obdulio.

obed
It is a male name of Biblical and Hebrew origin.  It means servant, worshipper.  According to the Holy Bible he was King
David's grandfather.  He was the father of Jesé and son of Ruth and Boaz. 



obedientes
People who have a habit of obeying.  They fulfill or execute what they are asked for or ordered.  Suitable, disciplined,
complimented, docile, meek, soft, manageable.  Plural of obedient .

obelión
In medicine and anatomy is the sagittal imaginary between the two parietal holes (perpendicular to the ground or that
forms a right angle with the frontal plane).  It is one of the odd craneometricos media.

obelisco
It is usually a stone monument in a very elongated and square base, located in a vertical way.  You have trapezoidal
sides and end up in a small pyramid.  Pilar, Óbelo, Landmark, turd.  Nickname received by the Colombian player Jerry
Mina.  It is also a symbol or typographic sign as an elongated cross, which is also called Dagger and serves to point out
texts and clarify in the foot of the page.

obenquero
Long ago it was the name of the person who manufactured shrouds, or ropes to tie the sails of the boats.

oberón
Oberon is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Oberon; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The name of
the satellite is outermost of Uranus.  Urano V is also called.  King of the fairies in Celtic culture.  Character in the work of
William Skakespeare " The dream of a Midsummer night's ".

obesidad
Condition of the obese .  Health condition (or poor health), characterized by abundant weight.  Overweight, fat. 

obesidadmórbida
The right thing to do is morbid (separate) obesity is the name given to an exaggerated or extreme fat or overweight that
affect the normal functioning of the patient's vital organs.  Fat or overweight sick.  It's considered a chronic disease. 
Obesity Class III . 

obey
It is an English word meaning obey, obey, comply, respect, follow.

obeza
It is the name of a genus of wasps in the family Eucharitidae.  They are parasitic especially ants, which are used in
Biological Control of pests.

obi
It is one of the common names given to blueberry and especially to wild blueberry or blueberry.  It is also often called
caramiña, bilberry, raspane or murtil.  Its scientific name is Vaccinium myrtillus.  It belongs to the Ericaceae family. 
Name of a great river of Russia in Siberia.  Ob. 

obiol
In Argentina it is the trade name of an antifungal containing Nistatin.  In the timber industry Obiol is the name of a weevil
or insecticide.  There is also the K-Obiol a weevil or insecticide that contains Deltamethrin and that serves to preserve



grains and cereals (food). 

obise
The word obise is incorrect. The right thing is without prejudice. It means obstacle, mishap, inconvenience, difficulty,
hindrance, impediment, stumbling.

obispillo
It can mean large, thick black pudding that is removed from the pig.  Reserved.  It can also be diminutive of bishop. 
Sexton.  Boy who dresses in religious costumes to help in the rites or costumes that is used for this activity.  Part of the
plumage of a bird that is on the rump and that is pre-tail. 

obispo
It is a word of Latin origin meaning inspector, vigilant, supervisor.  It is the prelate who runs a diocese in the Catholic
Church.  They are appointed by the Pope.

obituado
It means dead, deceased, finado, deceased.  A person who has ceased to exist.  Who appears in an obituary.

obituario
Review, registration or notice that announces the people being killed.  Book of deaths in a parish.  A record manifesting
the deaths.  Listings of anniversary masses.

objetar
To antagonize, to oppose something with sufficient reasons.  Refute, argue, contradict, controvert, oppose, repair. 

objetivizar
Objectifying is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Objectify" being its meaning:<br>Objetivizar is really a
linguistic aberration.  The correct term is to objectify.  It means give objective character to a feeling or an idea.  Be
impartial regardless of personal opinions.

oblación
It means present, gift, offering, donation. 

oblato
It may mean that it was given or donated.  Name of a religious of a monastery.  Child adopted in a convent or
monastery.  Religious who belongs to the Catholic congregation founded by St. Charles Borromeo or religious who
belongs to the Catholic congregation of Mary Immaculate founded by Eugene Mazenod.  Person dedicated to the
monastery but who is not religious or has ceased to be a layman. 

oblea
In Colombia is a type of sweet dessert, formed by two sheets flat, thin and round, made with flour and enters which
medium sweet mora or dulce de leche.  It is also a form of presentation of some medicines.

oblicuos



It means inclined, sloping, earrings. 

obligaciones
Plural obligation .  It means commitments, duties, impositions, requirements, responsibilities, needs, covenants, tasks. 

obligados
It is the plural of obliged.  It means forced, forced, demanded, inescapable, indispensable, necessary.

obliterar
Freeze with a postmark, cancel, cancel.  It means override , suspend , delete , remove , subtract , strikethrough ,
clogged , plugging .  . 

oblivion
It is an English language word meaning forgetfulness, amnesia.   Lack of attention, contempt, forgetfulness. 

oblonga
It means it has an oval shape, which is a little longer than wide.  In Botany it is a kind of leaf according to its shape. 
Elliptical, oval, elongated, oval.

obmutescencia
Aphonia, muteness.

obnubilado
It means perplexed, dumbfounded, stunned, supisite.  It also means cloudy, intoxicated, alienated, stunned.  Obnubilar
inflection, which means making you lose your mind, intoxicate, perplexing, stun.

obnubilados
Plural of obnibilado .  It means lelos, absorbed.  They suffer from sopor, stupor or confusion, who cannot act
spontaneously and quickly.

obnubilar
It means losing reason or sanity momentarily.  Momentarily lose understanding or the ability to reason.  Drunk, plow,
stun, obsess, confuse.  It means to leave perplexed, dumbfounded, stunned, supipit.  It also means being cloudy,
intoxicated, alienated, stunned.

obo
In Ecuador it is the common name of a tree in the family Anacardiaceae.  It is also called hobo, jobo, yuplon, mountain
plum.  Its scientific name is Spondias mombin. 

obrepción
It means rogue introduction.  It is a supply partly false information or concealment of some data which could generate
impediments.  The obrepción is the alteration of real data for profit.



obrero del lápiz
It's a colloquial way that we use in Colombia to call the cartoonists and especially so called Pepon and today is made
with Vlado. In somewhat exaggerated terms it is said that their pens or pencils are more accurate and destructive than a
gun when they are seeking.

obscuras
Plural of dark or dark.  It's the same as dark.  It means gloomy, scary, gloomy.  It can also mean brown or black, cetrine,
tethered.  Regarding weather or weather, it means cloudy, cloudy, moated.  It can also indicate something
incomprehensible, cloudy or confusing.  Evil, evil.

observan
It is an inflection of observing.  I mean look, see, contemplate, discern, monitor, note, warn, realizing, repair.  It can also
mean comply, comply, respect.

observo
It is an inflection of observing. It means look, contemplate, stalking, glimpse, meet, you watch, spy, comply, comply with,
save, respect, examine, analyze.

obsidiana
It is also called volcanic crystal.  is a type of igneous rock in the silicate family. 

obstinado
In Colombia it means stubborn, persistent, stubborn, opinionated, stubborn, obstinate, stubborn, recalcitrant, stubborn,
tenacious, consistent.  He insists, persist and not give up.

obstinamiento
It is the action or effect of persisting or insisting.  It means stubbornness, stubbornness, obscenity, contumacia,
persistence, insistence, persistence, endeavor, hard work.

obtente
It is a turning point for. It means acquire, achieve, achieve, achieve. Imperative for second person. Get, does, reaches, it
acquires.

obtinacion
The correct term is stubbornness, missed a s and select it.  It means obstinacy, stubbornness, insistence, persistence,
contention, effort, contumacy.  Despair.

obturable
It means that it can be sealed, shoot.  It has a shutter to be used.  Is the action of seal, it means to shoot ( 41 camera;
sink the shutter on a camera button.  Open or uncover momentarily through a lens.

obús
Weapon used by the similar Canyon but smaller and its ammunition artillery.  Bombarde, mortar, Cannon, grenade,
bullet, projectile.



ocal
Group or flock of geese (birds).  Site where there are many geese.  Double or multiple cocoons of silk worms.   Fruits
(Apple, pear) of large size, large size rose.

ocampo
Ocampo is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ocampo; It is surname ). "being its meaning:"<br>Ocampo is
a surname of Spanish origin ( 41 Galicia;.  Means farmer, farmer, man's field.

ocañero
In Colombia, a person born, resident or related to the municipality of Ocaña, in the Department of Norte de Santander. 
Follower of Jesús Luis Ocaña Pernía A Spanish cyclist, who took part in politics in France.

ocasional
It means that it happens fortuitously or unexpectedly.  That happens rarely or rarely.  Eventual , unexpected , accidental
, casual , unforeseen , sporadic . 

occidente
Cardinal point equivalent to the West.  A reference site where the sun sets, setting .  Colloquially, it refers to Western
culture. 

occiso
It means deceased, dead, victim.  Deceased, corpse.

ocde
It is the acronym of an international economic order that brings together more than 35 countries and was founded in
1961. It stands for Organization for cooperation and economic development ( 41 OECD;

oceanía
Name of an extensive continent in the Pacific Ocean and preferably insular.  It is made up of the islands of New Guinea,
New Zealand, and numerous coral and volcanic archipelagos of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia.  Name of a Metro
Station in Mexico D .  F .  Name of a song by Icelandic singer Björk  . 

oceanías
oceanias is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oceania." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Oceania. 
It is the name of an island continent of the planet Earth.  Australia, New Zealand, New Guinea and the islands of
Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia are.

oceano
Ocean is incorrectly written, and should be written as ocean.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is ocean.  Mean
huge, very large, heap, GLUT, vast expanse of salt water which brings together several seas.  Portion of the globe
covered by water marina.  Pielago, ponto, abyss, mar.

oceanódromo
Tell yourself about living organisms that migrate exclusively in marine or saltwater.



oceanódromos
It means that they migrate but always within the ocean, without getting out of the non-oceanic waters.  Fish that only
move where there are salty waters.

ocelo
In Colombia used as synonymous with stain, Mole, freckle, eye.  Eyes of insects.  Rounded spots in animals that mimic
large eyes to remove their predators.  Camouflage.

ocelotes
Ocelot is the plural of Ocelot.  It is the way as the Aztecs called the Jaguar.  The word Nahuatl is Ocelotl.

océano
Large expanse of salt water.  Set of seas.

ocha
In Colombia and especially in Antioquia it means wrongdoing, improper thing, nonsense, madness, foolishness,
foolishness, stupidity, idiocy, pendejada.  It is used more in the plural. 

ochalá
It is the name of a divinity of African origin who venerate the Brazilian Afro-descendants.  They also say her Orisha. 
Father of all of the orishas.  All his followers the rites wear white.  There is reverence in two different stages: old ochala
(ochalufan) and young ochala (ochaguian).

ochentañero
Person who has lived more than eighty years.  It has exceeded 80 years. 

ochentero
It may be that it is between 80 and 89 years old or that it was typical of the 80's of the last century. 

ochete
It's another way to call vanilla, pod, cartridge or shell casing.  Metal part covering bullet gunpowder.

ocho
It is a natural number that precedes 9 and is after 7.  In Colombia eight also means complication, entanglement,
confusion, chaos (to become an eight is to complicate, to become entangled, to be confused).  Name of a song with very
vulgar lyrics by Almighty (In no very personal opinion that has nothing of music or melody). 

ociosear
It means do nothing.  Stay idle.  It can also mean perishing, doing laziness, staying inactive, staying relaxed.  Wasting
time, doing nothing. 

ocipete
In ancient Greek it means fast wing, which flies fast.  It was the name of one of the three harpies.  It was also called
Ocitoe (which runs fast) or Ocipode (fast foot).  She was the daughter of the Sea King Taumante and Electra (an



Oceanid).  He was fast but got tired soon. 

ocllo
Name of the wife of the Inca Emperor Manco Capac (mama Ocllo).  Name of an asteroid 475 . 

ocllo-
Name of the wife of the Inca Emperor Manco Capac (mama Ocllo).  Name of an asteroid 475 . 

ocofobia
It means fear of vehicles or fear of driving.  Fear of engines. 

ocote
Ocote is one of the names given to the Pinus montezuma, in the family Pinaceae.  In Nahuatl Ocotl means tea from
pine, which was used in ceremonies taking advantage of the resin.

ocotea
It is the name of a tree.  In Botany is a genus of trees of the Lauraceae family.   He is known in Colombia with the names
of laurel, cinnamon, olive oil, turpentine, quimula, yalte, chaquiro,.

ocotero
Person carrying teas, torches or lighters.  The one who wears the candil.  It means arsonist or arsonist.  By taresced
extension .

ocotes
It is one of the common names given to Pinus montezumae, known as Montezuma pine or Mexican pine.  Family
Pinaceae.

ocotilla
The ocotilla or ocotillo is the name of a plant of xerophytic areas (very dry or deserted).  It is also called a rotilla, albarda.
 Its scientific name is Fouquieria splendens and belongs to the family Fouquieriaceae.  In some parts it is used in
fences.  It is typical of the deserts of northern Mexico and Arizona.

ocotillo
The ocotilla or ocotillo is the name of a plant of xerophytic areas (very dry or deserted).  It is also called a rotilla, albarda.
 Its scientific name is Fouquieria splendens and belongs to the family Fouquieriaceae.  In some parts it is used in
fences.  It is typical of the deserts of northern Mexico and Arizona.

ocotito
Diminutive of ocote .  In Nahuatl ocotl language ( u ocote ) it is a special pine species to make teas for its odorous
resins.  Small tea.  By arsonist extension, incendiary, which generates discords.

ocotocli
It's a word of Nahuatl origin.  Ocotochtli is also used.  It means ocelot ( ocelotl ), a type of feline typical of the New
World.  It usually receives other names such as jaguar, canaguaro , tigrillo .  Its scientific name is Leopardus pardalis



and belongs to the Family Felidae.

ocotope
It is a way in Mexico call the guama, fruit of the stick or tree of guamo (Inga sp.  ) of the Fabaceae family.  It is a word of
Nahuatl origin and means twisted, bent.  .

ocotoste
In Mexico it is a small mammal resembling a squirrel, or a marten or weasel.  In Nahuatl Language the name is
ocotochtli .

ocozoles
Resin that it is produced in the Montezuma pine trees.  Amber natural and dense that produce the Mesoamerican pine. 
It comes from the words of language Nahuatl Ocotl ( 41 pine; and tzotl ( rubber, resin, sweat ).  Pine trees that produce
amber resins.

ocó
OCO is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oco" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is oco.  It is a word of
Portuguese language which means hollow.

ocra
It is the name of a plant's edible African origin.  Its scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus and belongs to the family
Malvaceae.  He receives other names as Molondron, okra, okra, candia and gamy.  ambrette.  This is similar to
Cucumber zukini.

ocránteo
It means an ochre-like color.  It has a color between yellowish and reddish.  It is usually used in Botany to designate a
color of the flowers.  It also means that it resembles in color to the last, which is a pair of stipules that wrap the base of
the stem of the plants of the family Polygonaceae.  It is ring-shaped or sheath-shaped.

ocrea
The most appropriate term is obelise.  In Botany it is the name of a pair of ring-shaped stipules that have the plants of
the Family Polygonaceae at the knots of their stems.

ocreas
Plural of obelia .  In Botany, pair of annular-shaped stipules that cover the knots at one end of a stem.  They are
characteristics of the plants of the family Polygonaceae.

ocropira
Etymologically means fire or yellow fever.  It is one of the deadliest tropical fevers and is transmitted by the bite of a
mosquito.

ocros
In Peru, name of a District and a Province belonging to the Department of Ancash.  In ancient pre-Inca language it
means well, hollow, hole.  Name of a Peruvian pre-Inca aboriginal people. 



octa
OCTA is a Latin prefix meaning 8.  The eighth part of the sky.  Measuring system of cloud cover, dividing the sky or
firmament in eight shares.

octante
In Spatial Geometry, it is each of the eight three-dimensional spaces in which an Euclidean space is divided.  It is
divided by three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates.  Also in Navigation, the octant is a reflection device that serves to
measure the height of the stars above sea level. 

octas
Plural of octa.  It is a meteorological measure of coverage of clouds in the sky.  Measure for cloud cover.  The firmament
of divided into eight parts and the degree of coverage is calculated.  A completely cloudless sky has 0 oktas or oktas
and a completely overcast sky has 8 oktas of cloudiness.  A partially covered sky is 4 oktas.  They also are called
octaves.

octava
That means he's ranked eight in a list or sequence.  In Bogota is the name of an electronic music bar and has the form
of a Stealth plane.  In music is the one interval equivalent to 8 degrees difference between two notes of the musical
scale.  In literature it is a stanza of eight verses and can also be a verse of eight syllables.

octavia
The correct term is Octavia.  The name of the only sister of the Roman Emperor Augustus.  Octavia is the female
varinate of the name of male Octavio.  It is a name of Latin origin.  It means the eighth.

octavos
The name given to each of the eight parts in which a unit is divided.  In a competition system, it is the round in which
there are 16 competitors left to choose only eight and eliminate as many others.  . 

octeto
It is a set consisting of eight elements.  It can be an 8-voice choir or a musical group with 8 performers.  It can also be a
verse that has 8 verses or two quartets.

octocampeon
The correct term is Octocampeón or Octacampeón, with tilde.  You mean he's been champion eight times.

oculos
Oculus is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sunglasses." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is oculus.
Although it is not a term widely used in Spanish, if it exists. It is most used in Portuguese and means glasses, glasses or
antiparras.lentes. Equipment to protect the eyes, improve vision or used for aesthetic reasons.

ocultar
It is the action of cover, conceal, hide, cover, hide, overlap, silence, silence, pretend, dress.

ocumo
It is one of the common names of an edible plant and used as feed in fish farming.  It is well known in Central America,



Colombia and Venezuela.  Many common names: taro, ring, bore, camacho, chonque, macabo, mafafa, mangareto (or
mangarito), mangará-mirim, mangarás, ear of elephant, rascadera, taioba, reinhoud, yaro, and taro.  Its scientific name
is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and belongs to the Araceae family.  The scientific name means that it has leaves shaped
arrow.

ocupar
It can have many meanings.  It means filling, filling, using, taking over, taking over, invading, inhabiting, living, residing,
performing, exercising, hiring, employing, snbodying. 

ocurrencia
In Colombia it means story, joke, charade.  Also means ingenuity, imagination.  Unforeseen jocular appointment or act
clever to solve unforeseen.

ocurso
It means encounter, shock, confrontation.  It comes from the Latin word occursus .  It can also be considered as
synonymous with demand, request, order, order, request, request.

odalisca
Woman who offers himself to men showing sensuality.  Apprentice dedicated to the care of women in the harem of the
Sultan.  Concubine, sex slave.  Etymologically means waitress or maid.

odas
Plural ode .  Poem divided into three parts that was sung in choir, in the lyrics of Ancient Greece.  Poetic composition of
praise. 

odd
It is an English word that has several meanings, non, odd, rare, loose, strange, without a partner, uneven, mysterious.

odense
It is the name of a city in the southern region of Denmark.  It is found on the Island of Funen and is considered the third
largest in that country.  Name of a Danish football team, based in that same city.  This means that it relates to Odin,
which belongs to or is offered to Odin. 

odiado
It is turning from hate.  It means loathe, abhor, abhor, condemn, despise, despise, once, execrar.  They are synonyms of
hated: loathed, hated, abominated, sentenced, despised, eschewed, despised, raging.

odile
It is the French variant of the name Odilia.  It is a woman's name of German origin.  It means wealthy.  He possesses a
lot of wealth, rich.  Name of French actress named Odile Vuillemin.  Name of renowned French architect whose full
name is Odile Decq.  Name of Spanish author called Odile Fernández . 

odilie
It is a woman's name of German origin.  Sighnifies rich, wealthy, the one with wealth.  Variants Odili, Odilia, Odila. 



odinofobia
It is an abnormal fear of pain.  Persistent and unreasonable fear of pain.

odivo
It is the name of a fashion in Boca Raton store. Special for ladies.

odín
It is a male name of Scandinavian origin and means that it has wealth and power.  Also, Odin is the name of the main
god of Norse mythology.  It was also Wotan or Woden.  He was the god of wisdom, war and death.

odo
Odo, Odon or Odo of Arezzo, is the name of a musician and Italian composer of the middle ages.  Odo is the name of a
fictional character from journey to the stars (Star Treck), which is supposed to be the Chief of security of the station
space space deep 9.  On the boards of a vehicle or a bicycle ODO mean cumulative Total distance (mileage).

odolosti
I think they're asking for odolnosti.  If so, it is a Czech-language word meaning resistance.

odontocetos
It means cetaceans with teeth or toothed cetaceans.  It is the name of a group of cetacean animals that instead of
beards, have teeth.  They are mammals, carnivores and voracious.  They are also called ketodontides or denticetides. 
They belong to the pavorden Odontoceti.  These animals include killer whales, dolphins, sperm whales, narwhals,
beaked whales. 

odontopediatría
It is the branch of dentistry specializing in the dental treatment of children.  Specialization in dentistry for children.

odómetro
It is a device that is used to measure a distance traveled.  Apparatus that measures a path or distance traveled. 

odre
It is a tanned leather bag, which serves to transport liquids and especially wine or chamomile.  Boot.  It's also a way to
call a drunk, alcoholic or beodo. 

ofelia
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means that helps others.  Daughter of Polonius in Hamlet.

ofendio
llama is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ofendio ( with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
offended.  It is an inflection of offending, which means ' t wrong, deal, insult, defame, humiliate, despise, damage, injure.

ofertazo
In Colombia means great price, great rebajon, rebate that should not be missed.  Super great price.  Great opportunity
to buy something at very low price.



ofertones
Augmentative and plural offer.  Very large offers, significant discounts, promotions, bargains.

ofertón
Exaggerated offer, very large offer.  Increased offer.  Gangazo, very big sale. 

off road
It's an English term meaning out of the way.  It also means naughty or in the countryside.  Off-road, cross-country or
cross-country. 

officialism
It's an English word that means officialism, bureaucracy.

offshore
It is a very common term in the oil industry and refers to perforations which are made coast to outside or inside the sea (
sea in ). It requires that all equipment be installed on platforms. In Colombia is an example drillings in the Chuchupa and
whales 40 fields; producing gas ) in the Department of la Guajira and operated by Chevron company. We have new
wells from Cartagena, called Mapalé and Equion Colombia operates them. 2018 Repsol will punch catfish and Ecopetrol
mollusk.

offspring
It is a word in the English language that means descendant, offspring, progeny, stems, successors, heirs.

ofiusa
Ophiussa is also used.  It means Country of Snakes.  It was the name given by the ancient Greeks to the Iberian
Peninsula.  It was also the name of a Greek island (Greek colony) located at the mouth of the river Tiras (Dniester), in
Pontus Euxinus. 

ofni
HOPHNI is upside down. HOPHNI is the information returned, a French television program presented by Bertrand
Chameroy and transmitted by W9 from September 27, 2016.

ofontofóridos
The correct term is Odontoforidos.  It is the castilianization of new world quail or wood.  It means that they bear teeth,
which have teeth.  It is the name of a family of birds from the order Galliformes.  They are known as salemas,
breadsticks or quails in the new world.  This last name is wrong because they are the family of quails of the old world,
which belong to the family Phasianidae.

ofreciera
It is an inflection of offer. It means provide, propose, promise, invite, invite, give, giving, dedicate, immolate, give, deliver,
donate, show.

ofuscado
In Colombia it means bravo, rabid, blinded, angry, furious.  It can also mean obsessed, obsessed, stubborn.



ofuscando
It is an inflection of obfuscating.  It means losing the good genius, rage, get furious.

og
The correct term is Og ( It is a chemical symbol ).  It is the chemical symbol for the heaviest element that has been
created in the laboratory to date.  It was formerly called Ununoctium and its provisional symbol was Uuo.  Its atomic
number is 118. His name is given in honor the Russian Professor in honor to Professor Yuri Tsolákovich Oganesián.

ogaday
It's one of the ways to call a son of Genghis Khan.  Also known as Ugodei, Ogotai, Oktay, Ogodei, Uguedei, Oguedei,
Uguedey, Ogadai, Ogatay.  It is the name of Genghis Khan's Third Son, the Great Mongol Chief. 

ogámico
Relating to Ogam , related to Ogam .  Ogam is the same as Ogham or Ogum.  Alphabetical signs .  A form of writing that
was done with muscas or strokes, to represent the Gaelic or Irish language and the pict. 

ogde
ogde is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 ODGE; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is ODGE.  It is the acronym in English of ODGE - Office of the Dean for Graduate Education ( Office of the Dean of
postgraduate education - is a unit of 41 Cambridge;

ogg
It is a free and open, maintained by the Xiph.org Foundation; container format It is designed to provide streaming and
efficient manipulation of high quality digital multimedia.

oglio
It is the name of a river of Italy, in the Lombardy Region.  It is a tributary of the Po River.

ogodai
Ogodai, also called Ogodei, Uguedei, Oguedei, Uguedey, Ogaday, Ogatay was the name of Genghis Khan's third son
with Borte.

ogotai
It is the name of the third son of Genghis Khan.  The name has also been transcribed as Uguedei, Oguedei, Uguedey,
Ogaday, Ogatay, Ugodei, Ogotai or Oktay.  He was the son of Genghis Khan and Borte.   It was his successor and
expanded the Mongol Empire. 

ogro
Usually in mythology it is a gigantic person who consumes human flesh.  cruel and ruthless person. 

oguedey
It is one of several versions, with which the third son of Genghis Khan is known.  Other versions of its name are Ogodei ,
Ogueday , Uguedei , Oguedei , Wokutay , Uguedey , Ogaday , Ogatay , Ugodei , Ogotai or Oktay .  He was a great
Mongol leader. 



ogún
Orisha of the blacksmiths in Yoruba mythology.  He partners with Santiago El Mayor in Haitian Voodoo and San Antonio
de Padua at the Candomblé in Brazil.

oh leer
Oh read is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Oh! Book."being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Oh! Book.
It is a recommender to select the books that you want to read. It is a way of seducing the reader so he likes more to
read.

ohanes
Name of a Spanish village, in the Province of Almería.  It is located in the Andarax River Valley.  In Arabic it means
dreams, visions, fantasies, illusions, mirages. 

ohañara
It is one of the names with which it is designated to a Colombian ethnic group settled in the lower part of the Apaporis
River, in the Department of Amazonas and Municipality of Leticia.  Some of its members have moved to borders with the
Department of Vaupés and even to Brazil.  They are also called Letuama, Detuama or Lithuanian. 

ohio
Ohio is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ohio; name is own )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
40 Ohio; it is proper name ).  It is the name of a State of the United States.  Its capital is Columbus.  In the Iroquois
language, it means great river, long river.

ohlone
Name of several community colleges in California, located in Fremont, Newark and Union City.  Collective name given to
several indigenous peoples located in san Francisco Bay.  they are also usually called Costano, Costanero or
Costanoans

ohorea
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  Means honour, dignity.

oijotero
oijotero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pijotero" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Pijotero.  It means
annoying, annoying, intense, obnoxious, unfounded or annoying demands.  Annoying, uncomfortable and fussy.

oileo
oileus is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Oileus; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Jason
companion in search of the Golden Fleece.  It was King of Locris in ancient Greece.

oinarrisco
oinarrisco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Avoid" being its meaning:<br>It is a word of the Basque
language which means base or Basic.

oino caribeño
I think they're asking for Caribbean pine.  It is a large tree originating in the Caribbean basin.  It also receives the names



of pine of the Caribbean, Pino Macho.  Its scientific name is Pinus Caribaea and belongs to the Pinaceae family.

ointere
ointere is incorrectly written and should be written as "or interest" being its meaning:<br>refers to zero interest, without
interest, in solidarity, in cooperation, in support of something. Hardly used.

ojal
It looks like an eye, which is shaped like an eye.  It also means relative to the eye.  Name given to any opening that is
made in a dress, which is elongated and topped with seams at the ends and in which a button is inserted or fastened. 

ojáncanu
Name of a cyclopean giant from the Mythology of Cantabria.  Ojáncano, Jáncano or Páncano.  Being mythological of
Cantabria. 

oje
I think they ask for ojeé.  Inflection of browsing, which means look, observe.  You can also ask for Hojeé.  Inflection of
browsing, which means looking at leaves, pass the leaves without stopping to read long.  See, motear.  Oje language
Turkish means lacquer and today in Portuguese is today.

ojeriza
It is a sentiment of hostility or resentment toward someone who has offended us or has done us damage.  It means
inquina, resentment, dislike, animosity, antipathy, resentment, hatred, tirri.


